Hong Kong Participants - Reclaim 80%-100% of fees when taking a PRI Academy responsible investment course

We are pleased to announce that PRI Academy courses are now accessible through the Pilot Green and Sustainable Finance Capacity Building Support Scheme in Hong Kong. Eligible participants can reclaim 80% - 100% of their course fees from the Government of Hong Kong.

As a part of the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), the PRI Academy leverages the PRI’s unique expertise, industry knowledge and independent global perspective to deliver engaging courses based on the latest thinking in responsible investment.

Who is eligible?

To be eligible for the reimbursements, individuals must be Hong Kong residents and hold:
- a current or previous role in the financial services industry; or
- a current or previous role in non-financial services industries involving green and sustainable finance considerations.

View eligibility requirements

Which Academy courses does the scheme apply to?

- **Applied RI** – the PRI Academy’s flagship course, providing a comprehensive examination of responsible investment, from theory to practical application.
- **Advanced RI Analysis** - an in-depth look at using sustainability data in fundamental investment analysis and stock valuation.

More information
For further details on the PRI Academy’s courses, please view this site and access a course demo.

For further details on the pilot scheme, please visit the scheme website, which includes a guide to reimbursement and reimbursement calculator.